strategic level decisions were the subject of considerable public debate.3 It is hardly surprising that discussion of military strategy could enter the political press. Historians of the eighteenth-century British press have already acknowledged the importance of news about foreign affairs, international diplomacy and European conflict.4 William Pitt the Elder's decisions about the overall marshaling and allocation of Britain's resources depended upon his ability to galvanize the political will of the nation.5 Britons, including some even outside the propertied classes and traditional elites, demanded a high degree of oversight of the government's conduct of war. Indeed, the British public debated all levels of military decision-making; newspapers and political pamphleteers would even question a commander's tactical decisions.6
Writers and readers of the political press could hardly grapple with the issues of Britain's global military effort without engaging some of the same issues about the conduct of war that appeared in another corpus of literature: the printed texts that shaped the strategic mindset of the British officer class. The 'print revolution' of early modern Europe had by the mid-eighteenth-century expanded considerably the influence of all kinds of printed material on public life. During a period before staff colleges and formalized general staffs and with few military academies, British officers of the mid-eighteenth century looked to no formally developed and articulated body of military doctrine. Instead the men who became army officers relied on a variety of means for education, many of which depended in turn upon the expanding print culture of eighteenthcentury Britain. The material elements of British print culture included books on war; and these provided the eighteenth-century British officer class with a corpus of writing about armed conflict that shaped their
